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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

This story has many steps. I am a professor at an institution partnered with Coursera.

  1) I am interested in MOOCs

  2) I google for Coursera contracts

  3) I read them and dislike what I see (student privacy, intellectual property, academic freedom,...)

  4) I realise very few professors actually read these contracts

  5) I perform utilitarian calculus and decide it is still best to teach on the platform, precisely about those issues, in a reasoned fashion

  6) I progressively realise the situation is even worse than I thought, while the course is running

  7) A Facebook experiment manipulating user emotions via the friends feed makes news

  8) I realise the Coursera contracts have the exact same drawback, to the extent that I don't want to teach on the platform anymore

What now?
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Chris Stigall · 6 days ago %

I would like to hear more about this dilemma.  It would be helpful to fully understand and appreciate to hear more about what are the

ethical dilemmas that collide - the ethical or moral values?  Also, what are the options in this case?  I'm drawing some conclusions but

don't want to assume they are what you intended.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

When you take something as large as education, and you suddenly transport it online, with complex structures around it, it

gets very difficult (as explained in this course) because of the variety of issues. 

Student privacy: By teaching on Coursera, I helped collect information about students. All the comments were saved.

Degree information is tied to your profile. All this to a private company, who has unclear monetisation strategies (well, not

quite unclear, there are just many). 

Intellectual property: The Coursera contracts are very unfair to the professors (at least in my judgement, which I would have

wished to explain). This has implications on the future quality of instruction. 

Academic freedom: I won't make the case for it here. It is very hard to cultivate, and requires clear guidelines or solid

traditions. When transferred onto Coursera, many of those guidelines go missing. 

What are the options? Well, what you make of it:

 - go on as if there was no concern

 - explain this to the students (legal risks though, fear of libel)

 - transfer the course somewhere else

 - stop the course

 - disappear

 - tear down the course
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 - some combination

 - others?

I don't know what your conclusions are, and have no intention except understanding this better.

· flag

Anonymous · 6 days ago %

"Intellectual property: The Coursera contracts are very unfair to the professors (at least in my judgement, which I would have

wished to explain). This has implications on the future quality of instruction. "

You didn't realize this before you started your course?  Didn't you make some kind of a bet about this course and how you

were going to sabotage it?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

I did realise, that's why I wrote "utilitarian calculus": I disliked the contract, knew I had to give away lots of rights to the

material. But that was fine, because it allowed me to reach many many students and to explain to them this issue, which

tipped the balance into "OK, there is some negative, but I will still do it". Presumably Guido Palazzo and Ulrich Hoffrage have

made the same calculus. 

I did not make a bet about how I would sabotage it, no! This is complete invention. I also did not sabotage it. I removed the

video content. I was still there to explain things though, and the content was uploaded to youtube instead. That was not

planned at the beginning of the course (crucial is that 7) happened _during_ the course), but was still more or less possible

within the structure promised. Indeed the second week was about technology and copyright, so I could engage students in a

discussion between the implications of a choice youtube/coursera hosting.

· flag
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Anonymous · 6 days ago %

Even your own university apologized for your conduct.  Its really convenient for you to be able to make excuses now.

Here is a quote from an article

"While some initially blamed Coursera after seeing Dehaye’s tweets, there were also early signs that Dehaye himself was

behind the confusion.

On July 2, Dehaye tweeted “I have now confused my students. They were close to getting the point.” Later that day, he

tweeted “Once the Internet figures it out, please join me in the biggest mindf#?$ ever.” Once students began to ask why the

course had been taken offline, he thanked them for bringing it up on social media, saying “you and others will decide the

plan.”

Here is another one:"By Tuesday afternoon, one observant Inside Higher Ed commenter had cracked the case. After a

successful first week of “Teaching Goes Massive: New Skills Required,” Paul-Olivier Dehaye, assistant professor of

mathematics at the University of Zurich, deleted the course content as part of a social experiment to show students how

their data can be manipulated online. But since Dehaye had not notified anyone of his intentions, the experiment raised

confusion rather than awareness."

and another "Takeaway: I agree with what appears to be the consensus, Dehaye did not do much to further constructive

discussion about MOOCs, privacy or pedagogy in higher education."

and another "If this experiment had happened at the University of Zurich, culpability would be placed firmly upon Dr. Dehaye

and in turn the University itself (assuming Dr. Dehaye had acted in this fashion w/o proper consent and approval from IRB)."

I think it is hilarious that you are enrolled in an ethics course, then again maybe it will help.

· flag
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

I am the one who has to apologise for my conduct, if there is a need to. 

It is not convenient for me to be "able to make excuses now", it is simply allowed now for me to talk. From what I can tell,

you are quoting journalists, observant commenters, etc. Only one of your quotes comes from an actual student (as far as I

can tell), the one with the "takeaway", which is here:

http://onlinelearninginsights.wordpress.com/tag/teaching-goes-massive-new-skills-required/

Compare with Scribd link saved here by another student:

http://idstuff.blogspot.ch/2014/07/youve-been-punkd-however-that-was.html

This should show to you that she is pretty hostile, like you apparently. This is how information gets progressively deformed. I

attribute the reason of this hostility to what happened after I removed the course. Before that it was confusing, yes, but I

was doing my best in difficult circumstances due to 7). But once the course got removed, all the input this media cycle had

came from media interviews.

Be critical of what you read online. You do not seem to have the media literacy to understand how you can subtly be

manipulated by press statements. 

It is not hilarious that I enrolled in an ethics course. It is relevant. The title is "Unethical Decision making in Organizations". Try

to make something of it. 

· flag

Anonymous · 6 days ago %

I was in your course and I have a pretty good idea of what happened.  You are just trying to spin it to your advantage and I

am NOT stupid enough to believe more of your garbage.  Like I said before Unethical Arrogant A@@.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %
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The "observer who cracked the case" also wrote this, a bit later:

http://musicfordeckchairs.wordpress.com/2014/08/31/amongst-colleagues/

You can also see this:

http://moreorlessbunk.net/technology/moocs/superprofessors-not-actually-all-that-super/

· flag

Christopher (chris) Buck · 5 days ago %

You write:

"Student privacy: By teaching on Coursera, I helped collect information about students. All the comments were saved.

Degree information is tied to your profile. All this to a private company, who has unclear monetisation strategies (well, not

quite unclear, there are just many)."

I don't get this an objection, unless it's an objection of each and every internet concern/company.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

Hi Chris,

Yes and no. There are several objections that are very particular to Coursera: 

1) It can indeed be an objection levelled against every internet company. Some people argue this way, that the model of VC

funding to collect data on its user is broken. See for instance "Free is a Lie" by Aral Balkan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldhHkVjLe7A

2) This is particularly true in the domain of education. Europe still values privacy as important, and many areas of the world

have not yet formed a view of privacy online. The promise of Coursera is to basically give tablets to the poor worldwide to

educate them. I question the motives of many universities to join this bandwagon, and to contribute to this data collection by

a private company. One can say "opt out", but that's only for now. Who is to know what will be forced on faculty in 10 years?

3) There are deep subtleties in the privacy policies, for instance explained here:
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http://paulolivier.dehaye.org/posts/edtech-policies-part-i.html

"We" could basically be having this same argument over and over again for each iteration of the course (if you go in the

technical forum of a Coursera course, you will see that the person called "Support 1" is in fact a robot, or someone with very

limited vocabulary). Coursera offers no guarantee on when they will delete information about you, information that they

should not need to retain if they just aim for granting a degree.

4) What kind of experimentation is performed on people? We just don't know what is done now, we do now that some

experiments have been done, presumably without IRB approval. This accusation again can be levelled against many

companies, such as Facebook and OKCupid. And indeed it is. 

· flag

Anonymous · 5 days ago %

The Coursera terms of service openly and clearly state they have a perpetual right to use all student posts and homework

submissions etc, even while the student retains copyright ownership.  Coursera is much more open about it than Facebook

et al! 

Your telling people to move to Facebook and Google etc came across as contradicting your claims to fear lack of privacy. 

Which led to speculation you were yourself looking to breach student privacy in ways Coursera wouldn't let you but other

platforms would, that's why you tried to send students to leakier platforms.

Your killing 90% of the forum some of which had valuable insights from other students didn't come across as

pro-participation even though you claimed that was your goal.

Whatever the ethical dilemmas of dealing with Coursera, your way of responding to them only made you look like a 2 year

old throwing a tantrum, not like a rational thinking caring human being looking for  useful discussion about possible

problems and solutions. 

AnonZ
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P.S. Interesting to see Coursera has let you back on as a student after (per your own complaints elsewhere on line) they

banned you from your own course.  :)

· flag

Anonymous · 5 days ago %

Paul-Olivier, there were a lot more on line discussions that the two you like to cite, many of them with unhappy comments

from a number of students in the course.  It's not balanced to claim a few fans (a small proportion of students) proved you

did a great thing! 

AnonZ

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

There were, the first link here:

http://musicfordeckchairs.wordpress.com/2014/08/31/amongst-colleagues/

has many more links.

I don't know what a "number of comments" means. A comment speculating on speculation is worth zilch. Neither of the two

links were from students.

I know of two students who posted blog posts about the course. The first did so three times and contradicted himself many

times. The second is very selective. All these came within a bubble of intense uninformed speculation.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

It is naive to think Coursera is more open than facebook. Facebook is selling ads. For coursera it is less clear (when they try
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to get universities to join, they talk about mythical enrollee numbers), in practice I suspect they have many options.

They will pretty clearly build a more detailed model of the users and their contributions to forums. In fact, I naively was

myself on that road by discussing with students the tagging mechanism.

Google's privacy policy is in some ways less leaky (if you delete, after 60 days it is gone).

I regret deleting the forums. I shouldn't have done that. I should have frozen them instead.

Whatever the ethical dilemmas of dealing with Coursera, your way of responding to them only made you look like a 2 year old

throwing a tantrum, not like a rational thinking caring human being looking for  useful discussion about possible problems and

solutions.  

Ad hominem attacks don't help bring this any further. I think you do not have sufficient information to decide whether my

way to deal with this was appropriate or not. I was indeed the public face of a course (mine) that was stopped. But others

were involved (I don't mean assistants) and their attitude indeed lead to a certain level of frustration. I was not able to explain

this on the platform itself as an instructor since I was under legal and contractual obligations. What should I have said:

"There is a problem but I can't state anything Coursera because of an NDA"?

P.S. Interesting to see Coursera has let you back on as a student after (per your own complaints elsewhere on line) they

banned you from your own course.  :)

The fact that you add a smiley shows that you don't understand the seriousness of the fact that a professor was removed

from their own course. Preventing someone from saying something is called censorship. On top, this account that I am now

using is tied to a certificate obtained 18 months ago. So what, my account can just be wiped? Did Coursera because

free-education-for-all-but-Paul? I am a human being. Please understand the gravity of a platform actively censoring my

views in this way. I recognize people can disagree and argue with me, that s very well fine. But it's very dehumanising to be

silenced in that way.

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 3 days ago %
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Though I don't know the context within which this took place, I find this (conflict of sorts) interesting.

"But it's very dehumanising to be silenced in that way." ---- I too have sense this on other coursera courses, and associated

online places. There seem to be some other dynamic behind Coursera that is not entirely positive or pro-educational. So i

tend to think you may have encountered this. This dynamic of 'silencing' seems to be more widespread, that is it exists

elsewhere too, not necessarily online platforms but  in other real life organizations as well. That is why I took this course, but

I have my doubts whether it would be oh any use in a practical sense. Do you think we are slowly shifting to an Orwellian

kind of state and what happens in places like Coursera are the symptoms?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 3 days ago %

This is called a Spiral of Silence, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiral_of_silence

On Coursera forums, with no or little oversight, it can turn very vile (as demonstrated in the first two posts).

I think Coursera can definitely turn bad, have an negative outcome on society. Of course there is a dynamic behind Coursera

that is not entirely positive or pro-educational, this is a dynamic of money and VC funding, aimed at getting a Minimum

Viable Product and then squeezing maximal profit out of it. 

Coursera is first and foremost, to me, the  possible driver of the next step into an Orwellian state: librarians fought hard

against FISA orders on what patrons would borrow. Now, a private company knows what courses you are taking, and what

you think about them! Just as in Orwell, it pushes doublethink to the max: free education for all that enslaves you to

groupthink. The fact that a company would know this is not new. What is new is the scale, and the clout of the institutions

complicit.

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 3 days ago %

"What is new is the scale, and the clout of the institutions complicit..." -- I tend to agree with you again. This dynamic is
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nothing new, I am sure it existed even in ancient hunter gatherer society, may be as mere gossip. But with the advent of

cyberspace its scale has exponentially grown. are you aware of the TIs (Targetted Individuals) many people would put it

aside as mere conspiracy theory, but I tend to think that its way too much of a reality than most people realize. its just a vast

majority of people are not aware what's going on, and the moment you become aware of it, you become a victim of it.

ignorance is truly bliss in that sense..

· flag

Anonymous · 3 days ago %

Ruchira, Coursera is a business! Of course there are other dynamics!  Venture capitalists have poured multi millions into

Coursera and want big bucks in return. 

The error is people thinking the web is free or Coursera is real education or Coursea is free and someone is going to eternally

pay the costs of providing it as a gift. 

But Coursera has always been open that they collect every keystroke, that they have a right to use anything posted in any

way they want, that they are looking for profit.  Very open.   More open than Facebook!  Yet Paul-Olivier told us to join

Facebook, even while objecting to it's antics!  As if he wanted us all to be more compromised than we already were!

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 3 days ago %

Nevertheless it seems like he is trying to bring the attention to some other dynamic in operation which he is concerned. One

has to operate within the prevailing system even if they are not necessarily totally aligned with the values of it. There's no

other choice. There's always a compromise, like others have already pointed out. The dynamics he is trying to highlight goes

beyond that of Coursera and/or the VCs pouring money into Coursera and in my opinion are legitimate ones which needs a

place and a space to be discussed and accommodated. That's the meaning of a pluralistic society. But instead what they

receive is marginalization and ad-hominem  attacks, which is rather unfortunate. Therefore he probably is trying to find such
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a place on facebook, for the lack of a better place and convenience sake, though he is not entirely with the value system and

the model on which it operates. I don't see anything wrong in that. Take the air that we breath, lets say its getting polluted

and one must raise her concern of the pollution taking place, that does not necessarily mean one has to stop breathing!

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

@Anonymous, it is not true that I told students to join Facebook. I did not. That's what you chose to understand, but it is not

the truth.

What happened is that other students opened voluntarily social media groups related to the course, on Google Plus and on

Facebook, in the first week. These students took ownership of their own learning, and indeed even kicked me out of the

Facebook group at some point. 

I encouraged students to look at what I was doing on Twitter, which requires no login. I remained on Coursera to engage with

the students on the forum that I left open. Beyond that, students are free to decide what they want to do, including taking

their two feet and leaving to another course.I don't feel too bad saying this, given the circumstances. As Ruchira points out,

this is all a compromise. It has to be an individual decision, but one I could have informed on the forums by discussing this

with the students. I actually did, once my instructor rights were removed. But by that time everything had evolved into ad

hominem attacks. 

In preparation for this course, I have read Facebook's, Google's, and Coursera's privacy policies, and have generally

followed these issues for a while. It was a discussion that I actually welcomed, although when it came to Coursera I would

have had to tread carefully. As an instructor I had signed contracts that put limitations on what I can say (inducing fear of

libel lawsuits). These limitations would have been relaxed once I was removed as an instructor, but I would have still had to

be careful.

· flag
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Ruchira Kitsiri · 2 days ago %

Targeted Individual's and what they go through --> http://targeted-individuals-europe.com/?q=node/4 

· flag

Anonymous · 5 hours ago %

"Twitter is the latest to seek new ways to utilize its massive database of public information. It has granted MIT's Media Lab

$10 million to analyze all communications beginning with the very first post in 2006." 

http://www.activistpost.com/2014/10/twitter-opens-entire-database-to-mit.html

· flag

+ Comment

Anonymous · 6 days ago %

Paul-Olivier Dehaye is the arrogant a@@ who was behind the "Teaching Goes Massive: New Skills Required" MOOC that was a

disaster.  He lured students to start the course, when he had no intention of completing it (completely unethical, it is hilarious he is in

this course).  He is in need of some serious attention and has no business dealing with students either on-line or in person.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

Why do you call me arrogant? Why do you say I lured students in the course? Why do you say I had no intention of

completing it?

· flag
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Anonymous · 6 days ago %

Why should anybody have anything to say after the way you chose to treat all of your "students" in the course?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

You are not answering my questions. Because you, like just about every other student in the course, were manipulated.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

And, to be clear, not by me!

· flag

Anonymous · 6 days ago %

No, we were manipulated by YOU and that is why I am calling you an arrogant a@@.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

I'll try one last time: you were manipulated by whoever controls the channel of communication. By this I mean Coursera

itself. Where exactly did I manipulate you? You also have to take into account the fact that the course was abruptly stopped,

essentially in the middle of a debate. This will lead to further confusion/problems.

· flag
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Anonymous · 6 days ago %

Again the liar saying believe me I did not do it.  Good luck in the ethics course, hopefully you will learn some.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

One of the people who wrote about "Massive Teaching" started investigating facts a bit more. In fact, she is supposed to be

the "observant who cracked the case". She wrote this:

http://musicfordeckchairs.wordpress.com/2014/08/31/amongst-colleagues/

You can also see this:

http://moreorlessbunk.net/technology/moocs/superprofessors-not-actually-all-that-super/

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

Compare also the original statement:

"In any case, comes Monday, I figure I will do the following: confuse everyone, including the university, coursera, the Twitter

world, "

to how it was reported in the press:

"The goal of his experiment, Dehaye wrote, was to “confuse everyone, including the university, [C]oursera, the Twitter world,"

There were other parts of the course that were pedagogically experimental, the two got mixed up in a newspaper, and soon

everyone was happily making up stuff.

· flag

Anonymous · 6 days ago %

You can do nothing to change my opinion of you.  So the question is, if you hate Coursera so much, why are you here?
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· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

I am here because I asked a question, at the beginning of the thread.

[edit: because I wanted to ask a question]

· flag

Joan Harvey · 2 days ago %

i have to agree with the question

why is he taking this course  and spending  so much time on something he finds so bad

must have lots of time on hands

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

Joan,

My reputation has been completely vilified online, based on reports that I did things that I didn't actually do. Lots of students

are now very angry towards me, because they have been manipulated.

Teaching is part of my job, and teaching online is the future of that job. 

Hence the concern.

· flag

+ Comment

Anonymous · 6 days ago %
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More lies by Dehaye.

He wasn't teaching a course on calculus.

The way conducted his "experiment" made no sense and was also unethical in that he did not inform his subjects.

Again, you should be allowed nowhere near a student until you seek professional help.

· flag

Lisa Repka · 6 days ago %

I don't know a thing about this situation, but "calculus" can be used the way he wrote it.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

I did not say it was a calculus course. You misunderstood that part.

When did I lie? The experiments were pedagogical innovations (there has been a lot of misunderstandings around this word).

And a lot of it was clearly marked as such. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xnBH0JDaU8&list=PLtqHSxfnLCmA_E4gk-tmklKoXfEoXSly9&index=3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUXIrPC4Cm0&list=PLtqHSxfnLCmA_E4gk-tmklKoXfEoXSly9&index=16

· flag

+ Comment

Rocío Noriega Pinner · 6 days ago %

I think "free" does not exist. I have find new knowledge in Coursera and I am willing to crowd-fund a professor's project, or pay a fee

for a psychology network, give away some personal data or pay a verified certificate.

If you question yourself as a professor in Coursera, why are you in as a student? Is not consistent conduct.
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· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

Hi Rocio,

How do those values inform the ethical decision you would make? 

That's a good question that you are raising. As a student you have to agree to the Terms of Service. As a professor you have

to agree to a lot more, you have to sign contracts that introduce all kinds of restrictions on what you can do or say. This is

not a problem in many courses, but in courses on sensitive topics it can be. Of course, teaching Coursera students about

Coursera contracts is sensitive.

· flag

Anonymous · 4 days ago %

I fully agree with Rocio - nothing is free and I doubt anyone that is using this platform is naive enough to assume otherwise

The benefits to be gained from the free access to some superb courses coupled with the interesting and stimulating debates

with other students would have to outweigh the collection of a relatively small amount of data. 

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

Hi

"Nothing is free and I doubt anyone that is using this platform is naive enough to assume otherwise": believe me, from my

experience of interacting with a lot of users of the platform on this topic, a lot of people are very naive.

"benefits to be gained from the free access to some superb courses coupled with the interesting and stimulating debates

with other students would have to outweigh the collection of a relatively small amount of data": Sure, with the current uses

that have been found for your data. How about in 5-10 years, when Coursera has been bought off by another large
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corporation? How about when your data is used to microtarget you in political campaigns? To see which topics your are

interested in, which arguments you like, and what you respond to well, what can help convince you? This might sound like

science-fiction/FUD, but I don't put it more than 10 years away.

· flag

Anonymous · 4 days ago %

I have more of a problem with GMail than what you are describing.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

GMail uses ads. You know what you get and how it works, and you can dismiss it. With Coursera, you don't know. You might

be willing to take that risk. But first lots of academics and university administrations (who are better informed than you or me

about the risks) have to look at this carefully. Education is an area where privacy is an extremely serious matter, more so in

some countries than others.

If you are an adult now, you can make your informed decisions. If you are an 18 year old, you might be able to make a

decision. If you are 12, it is likely with the current way things are going that by the time you reach college you will have to use

Coursera. And maybe by this time people will have realised how bad of an idea it was, to homogenise  education worldwide

with centralised data collection, but it will be too late to fight it.

One more thing, about university administrations: this is not at all entering their calculations. They are actually complicit.

They go for "reach", which really means "advertising" and "collecting email addresses", as large of a share of Coursera's

user base as they can. 
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· flag

Anonymous · 4 days ago %

GMail reads your mail so they can specifically target you with ads.  Isn't that what you are complaining about?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

No. I am talking about political targeting. You might classify this as advertising, but it is a very regulated area because it is

well understood that this can significantly affect society (much has been written about how Obama got elected thanks to

this). While regulated (mostly by limiting money spent by whom), the data sources tend not to be, since the field evolves so

fast.

Let's say you are American, and you took a course on gun laws, because you think this is important. That's already a sign

that you care about the issue. Your interactions in the course are analysed, to determine which views you have. Do

arguments based on the constitution appeal to you? Do you think about children when you think about guns? Etc This might

be done by analysing your posts, your upvotes or you might have even volunteered that information directly yourself, to help

that professor's research, collecting _statistics_ on the issue (the point is that Coursera has individual information instead). 

So what you would say?

Well, next four year cycle, you are browsing the web, and see an ad by candidate so and so. Next to his picture is a phrase

out of a selected list approved by his campaign, that seems to match very well your stance on the issue: "Think solving the

gun problem is important for the children? Listen to what candidate B.S. has to say!". 

When you click on the ad, what you get is a series of images, but with the sound custom made for you: a sequence of

sentences out of a preselected list, that are expected to work the best for you. 

You might have no objection to this still. Or see it too far down the road to matter. 

I do have objections. I believe education matters, that this is what makes good citizens. This scenario subverts all this,

turning students who have gone through 4 year of university into future vegetables.
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· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 3 days ago %

Paul wrote:

"? How about when your data is used to microtarget you in political campaigns? To see which topics your are interested in,

which arguments you like, and what you respond to well, what can help convince you? This might sound like science-

fiction/FUD, but I don't put it more than 10 years away."

Ahh you nailed it -- its already happening I think -- I don't think any other CO. has to buy it. -- Privacy online is an absolute

myth. I think you are right to be concerned of it.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 3 days ago %

Facebook did weird things in the last presidential election, getting people to vote. Of course, this could be construed as

advertising if they target people enough, which they can obviously do.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 3 days ago %

How privacy is also gone for journalists, even those discussing privacy issues:

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/05/technology/just-the-facts-this-dossier-goes-further.html

· flag
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Ruchira Kitsiri · 3 days ago %

"Facebook did weird things in the last presidential election, getting people to vote." ---- they do worse things than that I

think..

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

Sure, what I meant to highlight is how "social media" can be used to manipulate politics, with no accountability

· flag

+ Comment

James Marshall · 6 days ago %

like so many things in life I'm confused by the vitriol and lackadaisical attitude demonstrated by everyone.  Something must have

happened.  So what, please get over it, go back to being a productive person and don't dwell on the past.  all this sniping back and

forth seems a tad bit infantile.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 6 days ago %

Hi James,

I am trying to be productive, thank you very much. I asked a question, relevant to the course. Something has indeed

happened, which is pretty serious actually. Coursera has actively manipulated its students, so successfully that what you are

seeing is now happening. A reputation that was slowly built over the course of my career so far is now gone. 

"Please get over it" will not cut it. This is not right, and in a course on "ethics of institutions" I would expect students to be
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willing to question the ethics of Coursera too. In a course which was to include business models and contracts of Coursera

in the third week, the instructor basically disappeared during that week. I would really hope that students would ask

themselves deeper questions about what happened.

· flag

+ Comment

Claude Almansi · 5 days ago %

Hi, Paul-Olivier, Chris, Lisa, Rocío, James and Anonymous Poster/s

I lately joined this course because I liked its title when you, Paul-Olivier, mentioned it to me in an email: thanks.

I had missed your Massive Teaching course, and only became aware of it via the negative press about what you did, which in turn lead

me to disappointed students' forums too. All the criticism paradoxically illustrated that you were NOT experimenting on the students,

but inciting students to experiment outside Coursera and to reflect on what using Coursera entailed.

Even in its misreported form, your tweet about aiming at confusing students, the university, Coursera and the twitter world seemed

clear: confusing people to help them look again at appearances and avoid the pitfalls of misleading received "commonsense"

concepts has been a pedagogical method at least since Socrates. Or to use more recent examples in your field: that's what the Revd

Dodgson did for children in the Alice books he published as Lewis Carroll - and what Martin Gardner (who edited the Annotated Alice)

did in his mathematical puzzles and games.

And in my recent experience of online courses, confusing participants is what Andreas Robert Formiconi did in 2013 at the beginning

of a real MOOC about online tools for teaching, LTIS13, which he organized for University Line (a joint online training initiative of

Florence University and of the Italian ministry of education) , and which, when it was officially finished, he turned into a permanent

open workshop - see here. There were some unhappy participants in the confusing part of LTIS13 too, one angry enough to vocally

announce his leaving. However, as it was a really open course, "leaving" was relative and after a while, he started participating again.

Above all, no one felt the urge to go report their unease to University Line.

Moreover your Massive Teaching videos, which remained all the time on YouTube and were made viewable again on Coursera after
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you were removed from the course, made your purpose very clear. The big problem seems to have been your attempting to effect it

from within Coursera's tightly closed environment. Maybe if you repeat the Massive Teaching course within Coursera (as your

university might be wishing to keep the Coursera sounding board, as Lausanne University seems to for this course), you could disable

all features except the "Staff Announcements" board, where you'd tell participants which really open collaborative venues to use?

*****

I'm not sure if Coursera is really evil, or rather bungling out of a misplaced faith in the Long Tail and in the value of gathered data,

though. The Long Tail effect may have worked for immediately selling heaps of  Nabaztag rabbits in 2006, because even if there was

only a tiny proportion of people who thought Nabaztags' utter idiocy was fun enough to get one, that tiny proportion, on a global

market, translated into many, many buyers.

Maybe this won't work in 2014 for Coursera's paying "verified" certificates and other monetizing attempts. The fun incentive isn't

there, and as to their actual value, in a radio interview (in French, broadcast on September 25, 2014), Pierre Dillembourg, academic

director of EPFL's MOOCs Factory, said a propos of the free v. paying certificates offered by Coursera: "...est-ce que le certificat à $50

vaut vraiment plus que le certificat gratuit? Ce n'est pas nous, l'EPFL, qui allons décider, c'est le marché de l'emploi...", i.e.: "...is the

$50 certificate really worth more than the free one? It's not us, EPFL, who'll decide this, it's the employment market...". It could well be

that many employers, to whom Coursera had formerly praised the free Statement of Accomplishment certification, will react to its

present scrapping in favor of a paying verified form with mere distrust for all Coursera things.

As to the value of the participants' data Coursera gathers, no doubt it exists, but is it monetizable?

******

Coming back to the anonymous posts here and in Coursera's platform in general: the software warns us that they are only anonymous

to participants, but that Coursera staff, instructors and teaching assistants can still view the poster's ID. But Paul-Olivier, do you know

if Coursera staff etc. can also post "anonymously"?

Last thing: I also joined because I am a participant of Coursera's Global Translation Community scheme for translating course

lectures' subtitles, which has numerous technical, but also legal and ethical issues of its own (see the "work for hire" part in its

Translator Agreement). However I'm happy to see that University of Lausanne, like EPFL and some other universities, apparently

declined the offer to participate in it.
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+ Comment

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

Hi Claude,

Many questions here, and thanks for making the effort of posting all this in what can sometimes turn into a vitriolic environment. 

I reassert and repeat that mine was meant to be a "real" MOOC. I used confusion, lightly, in the first week, also relying on the masters

of teaching that came before us, like Socrates. The Facebook experiment (point 7. above, end of first week) is what changed

completely the ethical calculation for me, one that is very complex and was certainly framed by my own context (very different from

other Coursera instructors, since I had prepared so much material about contracts etc and was much more informed than them, who

tend to rely on administrators who tend to rely on tech-based promises... The Emperor's New Clothes...). I never never never intended

to remove the content when I started the course. Indeed, in the end this weakened my position in front of the Coursera contracts

(although it was still allowed to me to remove that content), and sort of defeats my purpose. It is really only when I grasped the full

consequences of the Facebook experiment (more or less Tuesday/Wednesday second week) that I acted that way, because I felt

compelled to do that: the things I had to say then were mostly negative about Coursera, and I couldn't be open about that because I

couldn't prove them, since it was so soon after the FB experiment announcement. My only option for fear of lawsuits was to act in this

way, I feel. Indeed, if you are in any unethical situation that you can prevent by just walking away, well, that's probably the best option.

I will never be able to repeat the course on Coursera, since Coursera is not accessible to me anymore. I could use another platform,

but of course, alerting people on a platform of the dangers of another makes for a very weak draw. It's like saying on radio that

television is dangerous. It is neither compelling or effective. 

I do not know that Coursera's model is evil. That's the point with startups. You don't know for sure. All you can do is look carefully at

how they structure their business, and see where they might want to go in the long run. Privacy issues are important, and this is one

aspect. Coursera owns the student data. It is normally supposed to share it with others when it assists their teaching, but it hasn't
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been very transparent with students, and has resisted every attempt for me to open up their data collection practices to students. This

is a very bad sign, according to me. But that's just a few of the concerning monetisation strategies. We will have to see which work

long term. 

With crowdsourcing, it is likely that a ton of other ethical issues will pop up, that noone is raising. The GTC is just one example (that

was supposed to be discussed in the 3rd week). It is likely that there will be, at some point, a tutoring community. I don't think this will

be good. What if tomorrow interacting with fellow students, with good features beyond plain forums, requires paying for a verified

certificate? In effect that would make your fellow students work for free (or peanuts) on Coursera's behalf. For info, Coursera is moving

away from the free certificates, because indeed employers don't see the extra value. Making these certificates go digital is also a good

way to make them dependent on a suscription model, something that I also find undesirable and was added in their later Coursera

Framework Agreements, showing a shift in their focus. 

In any case, the reaction of Coursera to what I did is what really was evil. Segmenting the information in this way, the threats issued

and the lack of transparency are good telltale signs.

Concerning anonymity in forums, I was engaged in this thread somewhere else:

http://discourse.p2pu.org/t/a-use-case-for-closedness-pseudonyms/225/8

Coursera staff can post anonymously, yes. And are mildly encouraged to do that in some special sets of circumstances. I did not do it,

because it felt unethical in my course. I really feel this will be damaging to trust in the long run towards Coursera instructors. Also, you

are right, instructors can see who posted anonymously. (One has to click though, so I didn't use the feature except to test it and see

what information it gives). Instructors at least get name, IP, browser information, etc.

· flag

+ Comment

Namrata Sandhu · 5 days ago %
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My immediate boss and I were sent on an official assignment abroad. When we came back, he asked me to pay half of the expenses

incurred during the trip (air tickets and hotel expenses excluded). I am aware that my boss got all bills reimbursed. This means he

would just pocket the money I give him. The organization I work for is very small and does not an active HR department. Also, my

boss is on very good terms with the employer. What should I do?

· flag

+ Comment

Chiara Switzer · 5 days ago %

What's the issue?  If you don't want to teach on the Coursera platform and you see it as evil, why would you do it?  What's the

dilemma?  You can't justify evil once you decide and accept it is evil (as you obviously have).  I can accept some may do evil without

recognizing it, but once there is recognition, future engagement is unjustifiable.

And.....a bigger question:  Why, if you see Coursera as evil, are you even taking part in anything to do with it at all? 

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

I only saw it as dangerous when I started the course. I learned a lot about their procedures when preparing the course, but

more importantly the facebook experiment which came out at the end of the first week of the course tipped the scales.

you say it yourself: "once there is recognition, future engagement is unjustifiable."

when i recognized it, during the course, I didn't bail. I removed content and limited potential engagement of students on the

platform, all this because I still had a responsibility towards the students.

My university is engaged with Coursera, and so are a hundred or so. It is unethical in my view that Higher Education, more

importantly the European one, is not questioning it more seriously. Lots of school administrators are now ethically blind to

what is happening to worldwide teaching. I am simultaneously an academic and a citizen. A course like this one is a good

opportunity to explain myself, and I can say more as a student than a professor liable to lawsuits.
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· flag

+ Comment

Claude Almansi · 5 days ago %

Thank you for your clarifications, Paul-Olivier. Posting anonymously doesn't make sense anyway, but especially not in Coursera's way

of offering anonymity.

Chiara, I think Paul-Olivier answered your bigger question in his reply to me:

"I do not know that Coursera's model is evil. That's the point with startups. You don't know for sure.(...)

In any case, the reaction of Coursera to what I did is what really was evil. Segmenting the information in this way, the threats issued and

the lack of transparency are good telltale signs. (...)

I could use another platform, but of course, alerting people on a platform of the dangers of another makes for a very weak draw. It's like

saying on radio that television is dangerous. It is neither compelling or effective."

· flag

Anonymous · 5 days ago %

If he didn't like Coursera's policies, her never should have STARTED his course.  Walking out on his students half way

through is what I have an issue with.

Are you saying an educated Professor was too dumb to understand the contract he was signing?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %
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No, I should have made an assessment of the situation: I don't like their policies, but I do get to reach a lot of students and

that is a good thing. This is the calculation I did.

I didn't really walk away. There were still a few forums, which in itself was interesting (which?).

Finally, you are missing the point, hammered again and again, that for me this facebook experiment is tipping the scale. 

· flag

Anonymous · 5 days ago %

Initially, the "few forums" accessible were the only two you could not delete - course errors and technical errors.  You deleted

access to all the rest. You deleted access to all course materials - videos and other links.  I set aside time to read the

interesting forum but logged in that day to - nothing!  And then spent hours trying to figure out what happened, was

Coursera platform acting up, was my computer having fits,finally fund a way into the unremovable-by-you remaining forum

to see lots of other students saying "what happened, where's the course!"

I am not impressed.

I am not the anon with the most posts on this thread, I am

AnonZ

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

I don't see how you "spent hours" on that, but I will apologise for the time you lost there. 

· flag

+ Comment
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Lori A Decker · 5 days ago %

Professor Dehaye, I hadn't heard of this controversy, but after several hours of reading about it, I'm compelled to give my 2 cents.  

The first penny is that people don't like to be used for research without informed consent.  Your experiment undoubtedly had good

intentions, but I think it made your students feel as if they were manipulated and used--reduced to lab rats--and thus the reaction from

your former student posting as Anonymous above and the online maelstrom of negativity.  As a mathematician, you very well may get

some strong data for whatever you intended, but people are not numbers.  

On your blog, you talk about your experiment with security at an airport. Did you stop for a second to think of the man as a human

being? Did your unnecessary walk-through result in a delay to his lunch hour and therefore a possible drop in his blood-sugar levels?

Was he working with a headache and the time you took tipped it to a migraine? Did his bone-spurs in his heels, or his bunions or a

blister become exacerbated or infected during that extra 10 or 15 minutes he spent with you?  

You may have satisfied your intellectual curiosity (or for all we know, have gotten your jollies off), but only by dehumanizing him.  I

wonder what information you might have gotten had you honored his humanity and asked him to participate, ask him about how he

deals with this or that, what is his training, does he agree with his employer's policies...so many ways to get the same information (or

more) without the covert (sneaky) experiment.

For my second penny:  In the back of our minds, we know that Coursera, our internet providers, marketers, even the government,

have access to our every keystroke online, and we have to weigh that individually against the benefits of using it. We are concerned

about it, and what you might add to that awareness sounds like an interesting and helpful course.  But again you appear to have

chosen a sneak-attack on Coursera and covertly used your students as experiments to make an oblique point.  I'm sorry it blew up in

your face, but I'm not surprised, because you loaded the gun and pulled the trigger.

I don't know about Anon's judging you as arrogant. I don't know if your academic brilliance is true or a delusion of grandeur. But I do

think you appear to have used people, in effect reducing them to tools or numbers, and I think this is a miscalculation on your part and

a disadvantage to whatever you want to achieve.  I hope it is not intentional. I hope it is a correctable ethical blindness, as we are

learning here.  
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

Hi Lori,

There was no research performed! No experiment! That's part of the point of me being here, everyone was manipulated into

thinking so. 

It did make my students feel as if they were manipulated and used--reduced to lab rats. So did I feel. But we were, and still

are lab rats. That's the main point. The content of this textbox will be analysed for its tone, might be replayed to other

humans under my name, etc. All this without oversight.

And if not this box, another one in 6 months then. That's the point, and the problem that I tied to the facebook experiment. 

On your blog, you talk about your experiment with security at an airport. Did you stop for a second to think of the man as a

human being? Did your unnecessary walk-through result in a delay to his lunch hour and therefore a possible drop in his

blood-sugar levels? Was he working with a headache and the time you took tipped it to a migraine? Did his bone-spurs in his

heels, or his bunions or a blister become exacerbated or infected during that extra 10 or 15 minutes he spent with you? 

This is good prose, but you can't possibly be serious. Please? Are you really saying I am the one who should be sorry for

slowing down the lane? Did you see all the references to the law? I was defending my right, and the right of every other

passenger going through a European airport. I did not dehumanise the security officer. The guy was friendly, and I was too. I

disagree with your judgement on the outcome of "the sneaky experiment". I was actively enforcing my rights. This, together

with the earlier incident of the day, was reported to Schiphol security that evening and later by email. 

The sneak attack on Coursera was not meant that way. It was meant to be critical of the "MOOC phenomenon", both ways.

It is indeed very dangerous to criticise MOOC platforms on a MOOC platform, akin indeed to loading a gun. But I still believe

the way it blew up is informative, but people focus on me rather than the criticism. 

You might not be equipped to estimate the benefits of using it. Do you know what Coursera will do with your data in 10

years? 

I didn't make any reference to academic brillance anywhere. I made reference to being an academic.

There is a difference between appearance and actually doing. I have not taken a poll, not said x percent of my students

completed the course, etc. Those are all things Coursera does. I have seen Andrew Ng a meter away from me selling

Coursera to another person. When he did this he had a big calculator, so he can show the person the numbers. "this many
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times the course a year" x "this many students per course" x "this percent with certificate" - "this much to produce the

course" - "this much money to run it" == "this much money total"

That's dehumanising. 

As for tools, have you looked at the Coursera GTC? People there are treated like tools. That's a fact. They don't realise it, but

they are. They produce value for Coursera, and are given a reward (certificate of participation) that Koller then denigrates. 

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

The ethical blindness is in the whole field of crowdsourcing, but they have slowly taken conscience of it. In fact on

September 1st there was an announcement in this direction. 

I know it is a stretch for people to see teaching and crowdsourcing together, but it is not my stretch. It's inevitable, and if we

don't have this conversation soon (not us, but more widely) we will have it too late. I have written a little bit about this:

http://paulolivier.dehaye.org/posts/learning-working-and.html

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

Lori, another comment on what you say: you know this about keystrokes being logged. Not everyone does or understands it,

and the awareness must vary substantially from one culture/country to another. 

· flag

Anonymous · 5 days ago %

The TED talk about Coursera specifically says they can log every keystroke.  Not a secret!

· flag
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 5 days ago %

Who gets access to what, under what condition? that is secret... when I asked for permission to tell what I know, it was

refused.

· flag

Claude Almansi · 4 days ago %

@Paul-Olivier, re: "As for tools, have you looked at the Coursera GTC? People there are treated like tools. That's a fact. They

don't realise it, but they are. They produce value for Coursera, and are given a reward (certificate of participation) that Koller

then denigrates. " in your former comment:

Actually, GTC volunteers only get a free Statement of Accomplishment if they have translated or reviewed " 15'000 words

"of consistent high-quality". From 2'500 to 15'000 words "of consistent high-quality" they get mentioned on the Meet our

translators public page, sometimes by their full name, sometimes by their first name, sometimes by their Transifex username

- hardly something one would link to in a CV. And under 2'500 words, they get nothing, as explained in the Recognition page

of the GTC's Coursera platform:
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As to Ms Koller's debunking of said Statements of Accomplishment, she did that in a Hangout for the GTC on May 15, 2014,

available in http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BFpTuMt2rg (or captioned, with transcript, in http://www.amara.org

/en/videos/4H50v2EYDXP7/info/ )

· flag

Anonymous · 4 days ago %

So what, no one is forcing these people to translate, they do it because they want to do it.  If they actually felt that they were

being used (like having a professor shut down a course in the middle of it), they wouldn't do it.

Your argument makes no sense.
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· flag

Anonymous · 4 days ago %

I've seen people in the forum begging to be allowed to translate and provide captions so others can have access to the

information.  I've seen people provide translations they post to the forum.

Where's the abuse?  If people value Coursera so much they want to contribute to help make its offering even more

accessible, why isn't that generous rather that "proof" of being "manipulated"?

I've been in lots of exchanges in the forum in which I contribute ideas that might help a specific person's expressed need,

and I've learned things that made a real difference in my life from fellow students.  The forum is a place we can share

information and learn from each other. And sometimes point out to professors ways they are wrong - one prof admitted she

had to change the final exam because info she had been teaching for years we proved her wrong about!  

Where's the abuse?  Just because Coursera has a record of all this info and might find other ways to get it out to the world

too?  Great!

· flag

Lori A Decker · 4 days ago %

Ah, my mistake, Dr. Dehaye. I read several sources trying to get the gist of what happened on Coursera, and the impression I

got was that you tried to prove a point about manipulating by actually manipulating.  It seemed that way from the outside

looking in.

Did I mis-read your blog about airport security? I thought it said that you came back around so you could deliberately go

through, with your planned talking points written on your hand. If so, that would be creating the situation so you could "stand

up for your rights". Kinda like saying something outrageous or vulgar just to see if you really have freedom of speech. It
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defies logic, IMO.

Wouldn't be the first time I misinterpreted a situation, but perhaps it's informative that this seems to be a common theme:

you intend it this way, and others always see it as the other way.   You may be right and others wrong, but the others

outnumber you, so you might fight to the death but always lose by attrition. If so, then I'd guess it must be worth dying for. 

Re your follow-up post, heck, everybody knows keystrokes can be recorded, just like back when telephones had an operator

who listened in, or a party line; like the mail carrier who hoarded 40,000 letters or anything you've ever lost in the mail; just

like all the ads you see while reading CNN.com match what you shopped for on Amazon last weekend.  We know it, but

apparently decide it's pretty-much harmless else we'd go off the grid and wear foil hats.  

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

Hi Lori,

Yes, you misread. I refused to go through from the start, and after a little bit of talking the guy told me it was indeed my right.

He then told me to go around the machine, for the regular patdown anticipated by law in this case. 

We can argue if I did "create the situation": I "had" to fly, and therefore had to pass security. And I did not want to pass

through security, as per my right. Beyond that, I could have taken the train. Or reaffirmed your right when you fly in Europe.

I intend it one way and think about it, yes. And others do not think as much and rush to judgement. I understand this is the

internet, so just about anyone can write anything they want and publish that. That's fine. It was a mistake for me to reach out

to Coursera students in this way, the level of aggression is high. I have concerns that my university and others, which value

very much privacy, contribute to its further erosion by collaborating with Coursera. 

I don't think it is worth dying for, but I think it is worth fighting for. 

Some people say Coursera is the next Google, and I do think there are chances of that: people spend hours on the site

(normal), express very deep opinions, and tie this to their real identity (degrees). I wish they didn't build this business around

invading people's privacy. 

· flag
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

Part of the abuse is in the manipulation that occurs. If Brazilians translate the course for free in Portuguese, for the benefit of

their fellow countrymen, that's a good thing. The trap is to do it because you think this will be offered for free in the future as

well. It is quite possibly not the case. First off, Coursera has extensive rights on these translations (effectively they own it).

Second, the university (or professor) owns nothing of that (this is disguised as an accessibility issue, in explaining why the

original transcription was created). 

With this in mind, it is very likely that in the future the Brazilian government or similar high level stakeholder would have to

pay to use the product of their own citizen. (Replicating a model more transparently used by edX).

A lot of the contracts around translations is vague or perverse, and the Coursera volunteer translators know nothing of this. 

· flag

Claude Almansi · 4 days ago %

@ Anonymous-who-wrote-the-two-comments-about-subtitle-translation

Keeping your ID hidden from fellow participants - though not from Coursera and teaching staff - is your right, but then, could

you sign your comments with something, anything, like "Anonymous Z" someone used, please? That would be helpful, as

the Coursera software doesn't allow replying to a specific comment to a given post in a topic, but only to that given post.

Coming to your comments, about the first:

"So what, no one is forcing these people to translate, they do it because they want to do it.  If they actually felt that

they were being used (like having a professor shut down a course in the middle of it), they wouldn't do it."

The fact is that the GTC volunteers have been steadily translating less and less, as the Transifex activity summary for the

GTC shows:
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(click on the screenshot to enlarge it)

Granted, other factors than the exploitative conditions also played a part in this decrease:
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Translating subtitles with a tool not meant for that is awkward, and could at best give mediocre translated subtitles if the

provided originals were perfect.

The provided originals are - as Coursera staff in charge of the GTC acknowledged - far from perfect: the GTC Transcript

Error Issue Reporting Google spreadsheet they've asked us to fill via a Google form gives a small sample of the

inaccuracies, as many translators prefer to use the Transifex issue reporting feature that shares reports with all other

translators of the same set of subtitles.

The Russian partners of the GTC have sensibly decided not to use Transifex, but a great tool they've developed, which

combines an appropriate subtitle translation interface, with a player where translators can check what is actually said,

and social assessment and interaction features, and a public leaderboard with links to translators' profiles that ensures

proper recognition. But having two separate tools for subtitle translation entailed having a common discussion venue, in

this case, a Coursera course shell.

Coursera's decision to assign only 2 staff members to the management of a community of 13'000+ volunteers meant to

translate ove 1.7 million strings means that these 2 humans heavily rely on scripts, created by a 0,1 engineer - see

https://www.transifex.com/customers/casestudies/coursera/ ; these scripts at best don't work, but often muck up

translations. And on the other hand, these 2 humans can't cope with translators' queries and issue reports, nor with

updating the information given in the course shell's pages. And they were only able to implement their foreseen

hierarchical structure of language coordinators and reviewers for 1/6 of the language communities in 5 months, meaning

that for the other 5/6, translations remain unreviewed, which should entail that their translators are not eligible for

recognition (the "consistent high-quality" criterion can't be checked) and their translations shouldn't be added to course

videos, as staff repeatedly said that only reviewed translations are. However, staff apparently decided to by-pass that

and add unreviewed translations too, sometimes with results so bad - e.g. when the wrong set of original subtitles is

provided to translators - that the relevant course's participants start protesting.

Nevertheless, already on May 19, a professional translator started a topic entitled "I was about to start translating....now, I'm

not so sure about it." where she linked to The Rise of the Voluntariat by Geoff Shullenberger, who analyzes Coursera's

conditions for volunteers both in its "Learning hubs" and in the GTC, in particular its Translator Agreement (see my former

comment). After a rather feeble attempt at reassurance by Coursera staff, she added that she would volunteer her

professional translator's skills elsewhere.

Another discouraging factor has been finding out that Coursera's proprietary claim in the GTC's Translator Agreement also
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applies to universities, who are not allowed to re-use GTC-translated subtitles on their elsewhere-published course videos.

Then Coursera's pushing course instructors to only offer the paid "verified"certificate and not the free Statement of

Accomplishment irked many volunteers.

****

About

"I've seen people in the forum begging to be allowed to translate and provide captions so others can have access to

the information.  I've seen people provide translations they post to the forum."

in your second comment, there would be a simple workaround that would make these spontaneously provided translations

more usable, if instructors allow it.

The URL of the .webm video shown in the player can be grabbed by right-clicking on it, then choosing "copy the URL of the

video" in the contextual menu. You can then use that URL to create a  page from this URL in http://www.amara.org

/en/videos/create/ , where the video file gets streamed and where you can either make/translate the subtitles directly or

upload them, and check their accuracy: the result will be a player showing the subtitles, with the possibility to download

them in various formats, including a TXT transcript without time code. Such Amara pages could then be linked in the course

forums.

The question is, would instructors allow that?

· flag

Anonymous · 4 days ago %

Since you are a professional translator and have an interest in spinning this according to your views, I am still not accepting

your conclusions.

· flag
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&Claude Almansi · 4 days ago %

Update, about Paul-Olivier's comment I hadn't seen because I was writing mine and forgot to refresh before posting:

Re: "First off, Coursera has extensive rights on these translations (effectively they own it). Second, the university (or

professor) owns nothing of that (this is disguised as an accessibility issue, in explaining why the original transcription

was created)."

In fact, I discovered that accidentally because I contacted EPFL's MOOCs Factory, asking them if they couldn't sign up

someone from their staff in the GTC to help translators convince Coursera to set it up more rationally, and they answered

they had declined to avail themselves of the GTC, because they wanted quality original subtitles and because of the fact that

Coursera doesn't allow course providers to reuse GTC-made translation.

This reminds me of discussions in a course where the instructor was under the misguided impression that he could prevent

video downloads by disabling the download links, because preventing downloads was the condition of the agreement he

had made with some right holders that allowed him to offer copyrighted videos, but only in viewing, within the Coursera

course platform.

This was a problem for many students who didn't have enough bandwidth, or didn't know English well enough, to view the

videos in streaming. So several times, other students explained how to download the video from the player, and the

instructor deleted their posts, emailing them about the agreement with the right holders. Coursera's Support1 ID

complicated things by continuously answering these students that they could download the videos if streaming didn't work

for them.

But anyway, some students moved to how to edit the downloadable TXT transcripts generated by the English subtitles into

something more readable. And someone remarked it was a pity there were no way to download the transcript files generated

by translated subtitles.

TA's agreed it was a pity, but I explained that  translated subtitle and transcript files CAN be downloaded by copying the

URL of the English file, then changing "en" in that URL to the code of the desired language.  Was that OK or did I violate one

of Coursera's "secrets de Polichinelle"?
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****

Re: "A lot of the contracts around translations is vague or perverse, and the Coursera volunteer translators know

nothing of this."

At least I managed to raise the issues of the Translator Agreement  in the GTC platform,  in the "What would you like to

change" pinned discussion started by a Coursera Staff person, who first replied they would notify Coursera's legal

department of my post than would come back to me. And then typically disappeared from the GTC forum for 2 weeks.

In the meantime, I noticed that the erroneous gtp@coursera.org had been corrected to translate@coursera.org in the

Translator Agreement, though the rest was left unchanged. In particular, point 10 still says "Except  where expressly

provided otherwise, the Agreement may only be amended in writing signed by both you and Coursera", and

volunteers haven't been asked to sign anything.

So I pointed that out in the pinned discussion, adding "So I guess that this amendment made without our signatures means

that the Agreement is now invalid, and we can do as we please with our translations?"

At that point, the Coursera Staff person replied: "you're right, we made some changes based on your past requests. The

legal team notified me today about the upgrades, that simplify the agreement"

And I re-replied  that correcting that contact address was hardly an "upgrade that simplifies the agreement", adding: "As

Coursera has offered no document to be thusly signed by the parties involved, I take it that "you're right" in you comment

means I'm right in considering that the agreement has been invalidated by this change."

That was on September 27, and as there has been no further reply from Coursera staff, I suppose that the agreement has

indeed been invalidated.

However, that leaves Coursera's other mysterious agreements concerning translation: the one with instructors, but also,

within the GTC, the one with Language Coordinators, of which an LC candidate wrote: "The LC agreement is a lot like the

translator agreement, but more strict." Wow.

· flag
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

@Anonymous, you can discard the conclusions that Claude is drawing if you want (although she bases them on facts). But

you can't discard the fact that she is acting ethically, pointing out to a large number of people that something is not right in

an organisation. Again, the little boy... Also, you could show more recognition: she is indeed translating for Coursera. You

might not need her translations, but others do, and she has worked hard for it. As a hobby, despite it being her work as

well...

@Claude: where does she say it in the video? I had also read the "Rise of the Voluntariat", and planned to link to it in the

course. In the 3rd week of course...

· flag

Anonymous · 4 days ago %

If she is unhappy with it, she should stop doing it.  I do not see it as a reflection on Coursera.  By the way, I am not saying

Coursera is perfect, there are several of their policies I do not like.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

Concerning Support1: already a professor fighting a robot!

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

@Anonymous: She can tell you more precisely what she did and what she is doing now. I didn't mean to imply that she is still

translating. I think her position is more nuanced.

· flag
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&Claude Almansi · 3 days ago %

@Paul-Olivier: Thank you! Re "where does she say it in the video?" - sorry: where does who say what in the video? If you

mean Ms Koller's debunking of the free Statements of Accomplishment: from 18:22 to 19:30:

"(Daphne Koller) We have two kinds of outcomes, if you will, that we offer learners currently on the platform and we view

them quite differently.There is our verified certificate and our statement of accomplishment.We view the statement of

accomplishment not as a credential or a certificate.

We view that as more of a memento that the learner can say:"OK, I feel good because I took something away with me from

the course."It's not a credential because it doesn't have any kind of validation associated with it.It's not identity-verified, so Eli

here can take the class in my place and get a certificate that says "Daphne Koller" and it's not, you know, there is no

guarantee that I was the one who did the work, and in fact it's Eli who did the work.

So -- and furthermore, creating one of these statements of accomplishment is really easy,you can take the PDF and you can

hack, you know, I can put my name instead of Eli's name --

(Eli Bildner Don't try this at home.

(Daphne Koller) OK, don't try this at home (laughter). But the point is that there is no academic integrity associated with the

statement of accomplishment: it's a memento."

(Eli Bildner was then one of the two people assigned by Coursera to the management of the GTC - he has left now and been

replaced by Benjamin Ries - the other manager is Sébastien Kuo, in theory, but he hasn't posted anything on the GTC forum

since August 7)

So of course, some of the translators who were striving to translate 15'000 words in order to get one of those Statements of

accomplishment were not pleased to see them defined as just mementos for personal gratification.The Italian Language

Coordinators have sent a letter 10 days ago to Ries and Kuo, asking for a proper form of recognition for GTC translators, but

they haven't received a reply yet.

*****
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@Anonymous I stay in the GTC for 2 reasons.

Curiosity: from Coursera's announcement of the GTC on April 27, 2014, it seemed likely to combine the bad choices that

had plagued translators' work in Coursera's two former failed subtitle translation initiatives: crowdtranslation with a

mismanaged Amara.org team first, then in partnership a few institutions, but using Transifex, which is not a subtitle

translation tool.

And it does, with a vengeance. Though the original subtitles provided are no longer made by voice recognition, as they were

in the Amara.org team (1), they remain unusable in different ways: consistent bad splitting, skipped passages, even entirely

wrong file. With Amara, volunteers could at least start by fixing the original subtitles or redo them from scratch before

translating. This is not feasible with Transifex.

Then there is the already mentioned proprietary Translator Agreement and the recognition issues, which lead to my second

and main reason, which is solidarity.

I'm a pro translator but I also collaborate in a lot of unpaid volunteer subtitling and subtitle translation, with others, often not

pro translators; I am also co-admin of two Amara teams, and co-maintainer of Amara's interface translation project on

Transifex. So I know from experience that collaborative translation, and in particular collaborative subtitle translating, can be

much more fun than doing it alone, but it remains darned hard work that deserves proper public recognition, for all. Let alone

when that darned hard work is further hampered by  an insufficiently supported hierarchical workflow and scripts that go

crazy. And Coursera is not providing that proper recognition.

There are presently 13'160 volunteers (2) contributing in these conditions to the GTC. This is shocking. So I stay in on the

one hand to help those who simply would like to translate,  identify and report the technical issues caused by Coursera's

idiosyncratic use of Transifex and scripts, and look for work-arounds. And on the other hand, to collaborate in attempts to

get proper recognition for volunteers, as requested, for instance, by the coordinators of the Italian translators in a letter to

Coursera staff 11 days ago.

(1) About these original subtitles, see Things to watch out for if you want to work on Coursera’s subtitles: by Ambrose Li, a

very active volunteer of Coursera's Amara team.
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(2) Actually, there have been 35'000 applications, according to the GTC's managers, but the script that was meant to sign

applicants up to Coursera's Transifex pages worked only partially, so the managers had to add many by hand, and then the

script chucked everybody out at the beginning of June, so Coursera used a Transifex back-up to restore part of the

memberships.

· flag

+ Comment

James Min · 4 days ago %

This may not be necessary to state, but I don't like this thread or this topic.

That said, we've all heard about NSA's ability to see what most people do online, and that everything routed through a domain name

server is filtered by an FBI system called "carnivore." 

Privacy is ideal, but no one expects to be guaranteed privacy or anonymity nowadays, especially on the internet.  Thanks to

Homeland Security bureaucracy and contrived policies justifying what is the violation of basic human and constitutional rights. Does

anyone sincerely believe they have absolute privacy on the internet?  I don't think so.

If this is a concern, get onto a virtual private network, which may cost money, but can help toward one's goal of privacy, by using a

shared IP address. Some say this sort of protection will soon be considered as necessary as antivirus and anti-malware protection. 

The Best VPN Services

· flag

Brandon Pozernick · 4 days ago %
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I agree totally with you James. Privacy went out the window long before the internet. Remember the old party telephone

lines or even the switch board operators before that? And it wasn't like someone couldn't read your mail that came on paper

in envelopes. I guess it's up to each of us to decide whether to participate or not. I realize there are naturally some risks of

my privacy being invaded in taking these courses but I have enjoyed taking them and for me that out weighs the risk.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 4 days ago %

You both are entitled to your opinions, but I am entitled to mine too. And I am entitled to set up a coursera course that

touches on those topics (presumably not you, which shows how Coursera can also reinforce existing power structures rather

than just "liberate" the masses with free education).

There is some confusion in your post between privacy and anonymity. 

It's up to everyone to decide, but not everyone might know enough to decide. Brandon seems to not be too young, but

some new users of Coursera are only just using the internet, if we are to believe the PR. They (and people around them) lack

a historical view on this issue. 

Both of your views are reductive and constrained in the possibilities you see or want on offer. 

Finally, this discussion is focalising on privacy, but my points are wider.

· flag

+ Comment

Anonymous · 3 days ago %

There is a sea of data around us.  We are part of the eco-system - most of us are plankton, some are small fish, some big fiish in this

ocean of data.

As with most freebies on the internet, here we are taking something we want in exchange for accepting legal conditions that most of

us do not have the time or the inclination to read.  That is just the way the cultural evolution of our species is going. 
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This is not to say we need to be passive and accept the state of affairs as ideal.  However, given the complexity of the global system,

it is hard to see how we can do anything more than monitor its condition, be critical and assert our ideals for a better world.

· flag

Anonymous · 3 days ago %

well if there is freedom to ".....be critical and assert our ideals for a better world" that is...

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 3 days ago %

I agree with what you say, this being an eco-system. Remember that what is sold to universities is the option to "teach the

world". To reach out to individuals impoverished students far away, and offer them the option of a better life. This is

extremely laudable, but that's just rhetoric. This is the PR that gets the product sold, the user base grown, etc. Where is this

really going? Where will the money come from in the future? 

Since you refer to the "evolution of our species", I suggest you read "DATAcide", here:

https://www.adbusters.org/magazine/115/datacide-total-annihilation-life-we-know-it.html

I have never felt like plankton in these issues of data collection, but certainly a very very small fish. My whole adult life I

carefully looked at what data was collected on me (us), how, etc. I have always felt one step ahead. Coursera offered a

chance to raise alarm bells about this specifically for education. To be a slightly bigger fish. This was just one issue I wanted

to raise about Coursera. The Facebook experiment showed to me that this was not the case. That already academics were

collaborating with these big "social" companies, and using them to circumvent ethical issues. Coursera enables the exact

same thing, on a much larger scale, with academics innovating on every single course to use this new tool. What will the

academics do? Make every effort to personalise the teaching experience on the cheap. The debate asking whether this is a

good idea, and more particularly whether it is a good idea under these conditions, is not happening.

· flag
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+ Comment

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 3 days ago %

It will be helpful if you take the trouble to post the URLs of the coursera contracts that you speak of so that interested parties can

examine their content. They would form another aspect of the collection of characteristics that make coursera a psychological tool

that can be used to manipulate human perception and amongst other things bring about perceptual confluence or convergence

amidst Homo sapiens. It may be interesting to carefully perceive all these characteristics, articulate these perceptions, synthetise them

and examine possible outcomes of their continued functioning and development.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 3 days ago %

I started posting some material on a blog I started. This is the category relating to coursera:

http://paulolivier.dehaye.org/categories/coursera.html

Almost all other posts outside this category are also relevant to the situation at hand, but had to rely on innuendo as I was

not allowed to speak up at the time, and had to rely on a personal blog to be able to speak. 

This is not all the information I have to share. A lot more is in the practices that Coursera uses, that go beyond what is in the

contract, and that AFAIK no one is questioning. For instance the fact that Coursera is acting as if 1) the data belongs to them

first, not either students or professors 2) they can intervene at will in a course 3) they will use the fact that they have data to

their advantage to slander a professor.

I have a pretty good idea what the possible outcomes might be, I am just worried that people will criticise me rather than my

ideas, opinions or even the facts that I bring forward (see the initial two responses to the thread, this summer has been

extremely unpleasant for me). 

I am still struggling to find the best way to move this forward.

· flag
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+ Comment

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 3 days ago %

In relation to what I have said above, it will be helpful if you can state clearly what the "drawbacks" are that you see the content of

these contracts as having generated and as continuing to generate.

Possible answers to your question "what now?" may then become apparent and can be explored.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 3 days ago %

Drawbacks that I see are (I cannot prove the future, this is just speculation):

 - data collection on students and professors: data translates into control, and I feel that we would be "clipping wings" if we

enabled that collection so early for the next generation;

 - devaluing the work of teachers (cf http://nation.time.com/2013/09/17/high-profile-mooc-prof-dumps-coursera/ );

 - promoting a "banking model" of education, not encouraging higher reflection (the obvious objection is for an adult to say "I

watch Coursera but am still critical", this is irrelevant as one has to consider what would happen to kids raised with this

method exclusively);

 - subverting what is taught and how to commercial interests exclusively (censorship, academic freedom, etc). 

Off the top of my head...

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 3 days ago %

Do you have any thoughts on how to rectify those drawbacks...
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· flag

Anonymous · 3 days ago %

An article I read somewhere a year or two ago quoted Coursera founders as envisioning 5 leading universities creating

courses, all the rest just hiring TAs to monitor the showing of the courses created by those 5.  (A very elitist idea about some

few universities!)

So yes, the Coursera model inherently disdains professors, disdains interaction between profs and students, and disdains

the research that goes on in many universities as part of the professor job.  It reduces education to technical ability - can you

write traditional code but not can you come up with new and better ways to process info; can you recite the basic outline of

major philosphers but not can you come up with an innovative way to understand and critique a philosophical theory.

It's the by the book mechanical approach to what is education; that is why the humanities courses are all elementary, and

science courses naturally lack labs needed to know a subject in reality instead of just in memorized theory.

Coursera is fabulous for introductory courses, and in that sense it has opened new worlds to me and many. 

Coursera is not for anything advanced, and not for encouraging the innovative thinking that some of us think is the primary

purpose of higher education.

AnonZ

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

"Do you have any thoughts on how to rectify those drawbacks..."
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 - policy initiatives (i.e. governments regulating),

 - education of professors and university administrations on those issues (what I was trying to do),

 - promotion of highly interoperable content (OER),

 - promotion of open platform for MOOCs, such as Canvas or OpenEdX, especially lowering bar of entry (healthy

competition, already doing this, see 4 min video here: http://paulolivier.dehaye.org/posts/what-i-am-doing-with-moocs-

and-why-june-2nd.html ), so schools can take ownership of this data

 - promotion of tools to help teachers work together on class material (GitHub for educational content), encouraging easy

remixes etc (small school takes Harvard's MOOC and customises it a bit). Believe me, teachers are good at innovating,

better actually than most entrepreneurs. I have started building some tools to use with OpenEdX, nine months ago:

edx-presenter on GitHub allows students to stand up their own material to blend in a MOOC, share with others, etc

 - force introduction of safeguards in the Coursera contracts ("we will never do this and that")

 - shift emphasis from data about students to extracting value from new data created about the content/new

science (students can produce useful things, which are actually worthwhile. Admittedly this would disrupt tons of industries

instead of just one)

One more worry: 

Tutoring is one of the anticipated monetisation strategies. This would allow to elevate the cognitive level of the courses. To

do it at scale will probably involve more advanced students tutoring the weaker ones. This is completely uncharted territory

ethically, to directly mediate these interactions with money. And it also further devalues the profession of educator.

@AnonZ

"Coursera is fabulous for introductory courses, and in that sense it has opened new worlds to me and many."

True. For me too. But it is not Coursera that is fabulous. The instructors (and their universities) are. Beyond that, what

Coursera adds is a forum where you can meet many of your peers, and the option of a certificate at the end. 

Concerning the banking model etc: Brazilian educator and philosopher Freire and mathematician Papert had a discussion

about this in 1980 http://www.papert.org/articles/freire/freirePart1.html

It might be interesting to you. 
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Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 2 days ago %

I also see a "drawforward" - which is not necessarily the opposite of a "drawback". I see the creation of a digital teacher that

is a combination of the best pedagogical methodologies and personal characteristics, appearance, voice modulations, facial

expressions, gestures, muscular configurations, system of values and so on. This "World Teacher" will teach from a coursera

like platform from which anyone can learn and will program itself into all Homo sapien mentalities that engage it becoming

the principle content of exteropsychic functioning. The learning process will progress through levels that encompass

research and development and individual Homo sapiens who progress to where they require structural, infrastructural and

technological support will be given the opportunities and procedural information required to access them and continue with

their learning.

Such a system cannot be based on a coursera-like process that aims to elicit conformity - enforced by a force operating out

of a headquarter and exhibiting several co ordinated aggressive militant approaches and strategies - using various methods

of coersion many of which can be harmful to Homo sapien mentalities that have not been exposed to and trained to respond

to oppressive attacks. This "need to elicit and even force and impose conformity" appears to have deep wellsprings within

the species Homo sapiens and can be seen to have contaminated all processes initiated by the species so far. This "need to

elicit and even force and impose conformity" appears also to facilitate the generation and sustenance of the Organizational

Structure (OS) of the "Hierarchical Pyramid" and prevent the emergence of the Organizational Structure of the Network.

This aspect of coursera has been observed and documented and is being studied so that it can be prevented from

contaminating processes that generate the "drawforward" mentioned above.

The conclusion made so far is that the generation of the "drawforward" requires much greater priority than attempts to

modify existing models such as Coursera whose objectives are unknown and which have become the hunting grounds of

individual homo sapiens who have deep seated needs to "elicit and even force and impose conformity" upon others in order

to satisfy these needs within themselves. The dedication of all available energies and skills towards this task is highly
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recommended.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

"Such a system cannot be based on a coursera-like process" this is wishful thinking.

Modifying Coursera might be elusive, but teaching on it is probably the best way to raise awareness.

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 2 days ago %

But I thought you are banned from teaching. May be you are referring to raising awarness the way you do, by being a

student?

".... that aims to elicit conformity - enforced by a force operating out of a headquarter and exhibiting several co ordinated

aggressive militant approaches and strategies - using various methods of coersion many of which can be harmful"

If there's a successful way of overcoming this type of attacks, targeting you mean..?

· flag

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 2 days ago %

I am not very confident about "raising awareness" and I think that those who are able to perceive promising possibilities

would be best off working towards their realization instead of waiting for others to become aware of these possibilities and

the possibilities of their realization and acting on them.
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· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

I am not banned from teaching in general. It's just not possible for me to rerun this course on Coursera. Teaching on

Coursera seemed like an effective way back to raise awareness about drawbacks of current MOOC model when I started

preparing the course.

I am acting now, as a student, because I asked a question and wanted to explore the ethical implications. 

@Michael: I am working on different things but fear that my reputation hit will just prevent me from continuing. In any case,

making sure the future of education really does look like a step forward is not my main job... Poniting out opportunities is still

viable in my mind.

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 2 days ago %

Thank you for the clarification. How ever do you think that if you come back as a teacher with another course things would

be different? Wouldn't the history be repeated so to speak? Or do you think your rebuttal here on this course will have some

impact and things would be different in the future?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

I am a mathematician. I teach mostly about math. 

As I have said several times, this "run" of the course was unfortunate in that there was an external element that disturbed it:

the facebook emotions experiment. This changed the ethical calculus that I had done, and I was unprepared for that and

could not change the material then (say by adding warnings or disclosures to start with).

I would do things slightly differently, that would better align with my ethical concerns. 

My rebuttal here, as you say, is meant to ask a question. 
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I think things will be different in the future. A growing number of people (independently of me) will realise the inherent

problems in Coursera's way of doing business, and will look for alternative solutions. Meanwhile, Coursera's user base will

keep on growing. So very quickly people will already be in a position fighting the dominating player, too late of course.

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 2 days ago %

I sincerely hope you are right..

· flag

+ Comment

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 2 days ago %

The sharing and exchange of perceptions and other forms of mental content requires a context and platform where they cannot be

"Harvested" and used by those who contribute nothing to wards their generation and the well being and continued survival of the

individual Homo  sapiens through whom these contents emerge. The prevention of such "Harvesting" is a complex task that has to be

attended to as it has become an accepted form of robbery that is systematically carried out by the institutional framework of the

global civilization of Homo sapiens.

There is nothing inherently wrong in such "Harvesting" and indeed it is an essential process of wider synthetising of the mental content

of the species Homo sapiens but it has to take into account to need to support and sustain individual Homo sapiens through whom

such content is generated.

These are issues that are being worked on and it is wise that all those who understand their importance link up to form a global

network. The initial work of constructing such a platform is under consideration and being conceptualized. Its process speed is very

slow due to constraints imposed by time and resource availability as well as the need to meet requirements for sustenance and

survival.
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· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

"You are not a gadget", by Jaron Lanier, might be interesting to you.

· flag

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 2 days ago %

I will examine the publication...

· flag

+ Comment

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 2 days ago %

The concerns expressed here http://nation.time.com/2013/09/17/high-profile-mooc-prof-dumps-coursera/ are about the impact of

MOOCS on state funding for universities.

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 2 days ago %

True, at the same time it also means diversion of funds to a different model of operation and providing education -- but also

two different value systems, hence the concern I think.

· flag
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

yes

· flag

Claude Almansi · 2 days ago %

Thank you for the link, Michael: this article is very important per se - but also in some tangential puzzling implications.

Following the link in "Duneier raved about his own experience in a Chronicle commentary last year" shows that Prof. Duneier

must have given his course on Coursera prior to September 3. 2012, publishing date of this commentary.

This means that the videos of his lectures are not available on Amara.org.  In fact the jngiam Amara profile, ie that of "Jiquan

Ngiam - Director of Engineering @ Coursera", who added video pages for course lectures to  Coursera's Amara team when it

was active, only started doing so in December 2012 (see the list of videos he added).

So OK, Prof. Duneier's videos did not get an Amara.org page. But all lecture videos added by "jngiam" between December

2012 and the end of February 2013 - when Coursera deleted its Amara team - got neatly stacked in projects for each course

on the team's page. And that feature was often used by students to access the videos of a course after Coursera had locked

its platform (1).

Moreover, even after Coursera chose to delete its team at the end of February 2013, all these video pages added by

"jngiam"  have remained working and freely available on the Amara platform. They are a bit more difficult to find than when

they were neatly classified in projects for each course in the team's site, but if you know the course abbreviation used in the

course description on Coursera.org, you can search for the relevant pages by using that abbreviation in the search engine of

the http://www.amara.org/en/videos/watch/ page.

Considering that Amara's terms of service say, under "5. Your Content and Conduct"

....You also hereby grant each user of the Service a non-exclusive license to access your Content through the Service, and to

use, reproduce, distribute, display and perform such Content as permitted through the functionality of the Service and under
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these Terms of Service. You also hereby grant each user of the Service a non-exclusive license to improve your Content

through the Service by editing and/or translating  your Content....

does Coursera also approach instructors "about licensing [their] course so that other colleges could use the content in a

blended format (combining online and face-to-face instruction) and save money in the process" whose course lectures are

already available on Amara anyway?

In this case,  if these "other colleges" have to pay for the license to use this content, then they should first check if the

videos are not already freely available on Amara. Moreover, other, non video content (e.g. digital textbooks, essays, articles)

is often hosted outside the Coursera platform, and hence doesn't get locked when Coursera locks the course at its end, so

these colleges should bookmark these links before the course's locking.

*****

Coursera has given few explanations for the deletion of its Amara team, and they are not very convincing.

In her March 1, 2013 revision of the Video Subtitling page of the Coursera's students' "wiki", Yin Lu wrote:

In order to provide a truly globally accessible learning platform, we feel that we need to create a complete end-to-end

translated course experience and we are creating the appropriate tools to help us reach that goal.

As a result, we're transitioning away from Amara to an internal tool.

The Coursera engineering team will be rolling out a translation upload tool for teaching staff/instructors to have control over

uploading subtitles. All existing translations that have been created will continue to exist without any changes. We hope this

tool will grow to allow an internally crowd sourced effort to create foreign language subtitles in the future.

Stay tuned for more updates on how you can help contribute alongside staff/instructors on course subtitle translations!

However, Coursera didn't develop any internal translation tool, they partnered with Transifex instead. And neither Yin Lu nor

anyone else from Coursera Staff ever provided updates on that page afterwards.

Then in an interview / testimonial for Transifex published in https://www.transifex.com/customers/casestudies/coursera/ in

June 2014, Sébastien Kuo and Eli Bildner, then both in charge of the Global Translator Community, said, alluding to the

Amara team experience:
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For video subtitles we also tried crowdsourcing through an organization that allowed anyone to contribute subtitles for a

video. This worked well in some ways, but it wasn’t a complete solution and didn’t have any structure.

This is not quite factual. Coursera first structured its Amara team in a very controlling manner, modeled on TED's Amara

team: only team members could make subtitle and you had to apply to join the team, there was a strict subtitling-reviewing-

approving workflow. However, it didn't work, because Coursera, contrary to TED didn't offer quality original subtitles, nor

efficient support, nor proper recognition. Thus, volunteers became increasingly disenchanted and at the end of December

2012, the admins of the Coursera's team changed its settings to "anyone can make subtitles for the videos". But that was

their choice.

So, could it be that the real reason for deleting Coursera's Amara team was that Coursera wanted to prevent continued

access to courses' videos after the locking of their Coursera site, in order to be able to propose the licensing agreement

mentioned in the article? Without realizing that deleting the team wouldn't delete its video pages?

· flag

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 2 days ago %

Thank you. This helps me understand the limitations of Coursera.

I am very much a wishful thinker - given that to me reason appears to be a comparatively recent invention of the species

Homo sapiens and that evolution has done very well without it - and I have at one time wishfully thought that Coursera could

be the platform on which the "Teacher of the World" could appear. That was before I discovered the "Other Face of

Coursera" with its conspiratorial manipulativeness and coersion aimed at eliciting conformity.

Courseras attempts to increasingly commoditize its functions in order to generate revenue is understandable within the

current context and may be palatable if it is done in a transparent and open manner.

The collection of data on students and teachers may also be useful if done with openly stated objectives.
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The harvesting of content - picking minds as it used to be called before the age of copyright and left turned it into theft - is

an issue that requires some thoughtful responses. 

The question of using education as a tool to elicit conformity through coercion and manipulation is another issue that needs

to be addressed.

· flag

Kathryn Wyant · 2 days ago %

It seems to me that we have a "tempest in a teapot" situation. As for manipulation; in what ways are students being

manipulated? We may either take a class or not depending on our interest and for those who want transferable college

credits? There are on-line classes that are directly taken from a specific school. For example: say I want a series of courses

that will prepare me for the work force in dentistry. Do I take the classes from Coursera? No I take them from a local school

that gives a degree in the subject and includes clinical studies at a dental facility.

As for the instructor who is claiming foul, perhaps that individual needs to have read the contract that was signed before

signing. It would appear that what we have is a case of sour grapes. For those not familiar with the expression it refers to

people who make condemnatory statements about something or someone that caused disappointment. The whole concept

of mass education has necessarily to have some guidelines for the course given or the entire thing gets way out of control.

The larger the "audience" the greater the need for stringent controls. If the instructor in question was unable to cope with the

overwhelming numbers of students and the incredible number of written assignments required for a class of that sort then

perhaps Coursera was not a viable choice for a forum. Anyone is quite free to disagree with what I say but I expect them to

refrain from using personal attacks as they cloud the issue and are a clear logical fallacy.

· flag

Lisa Repka · 2 days ago %
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"If the instructor in question was unable to cope with the overwhelming numbers of students and the incredible number of

written assignments required for a class of that sort..."

I'll reiterate what I said above that I don't know about this situation involving the class itself, all that happened, etc -- but can

you explain where you got the idea that was the problem?  Or that Professor Dehaye didn't read the contract?

Kathryn, do you think it's possible that the "need for stringent controls" in an organization could have implications about the

context created, as per this very class material, in ethical decision-making?  I think it could be an interesting area to explore.

I honestly don't know what to make of any of this, but I think the discussion itself could be important.

· flag

Kathryn Wyant · 2 days ago %

Good going! I threw out the ideas to see what would happen and you called my bluff! My comments were hypothetical and I

should have said so at the beginning. Actually I think that the professor used a logical fallacy to withdraw his class from the

forum. He states that he believes that Coursera will encourage states (I mean both separate American states and other

nations) to withdraw funding for colleges and universities. There is no proof that this is or will be the case. Therefore I have

an objection to his stand. This took some thought and I'm still not sure I appreciate all of the situation, the context if you will,

surrounding his decision.

As for your question regarding controls, on reflection I think that a basic set of course guidelines is necessary for any class in

a classroom or online and I think that they must be upheld...limited exceptions allowed...based on individuals. However in a

class with over forty or so students even that becomes difficult. Think about what it would mean in a class of two hundred or

one such as ours.  if several people forgot there was a deadline for a paper and asked for an extension just before or even

after the fact. Would a professor have time to deal with these late entries? No. The reason would be the ongoing

assignments: for example lectures to give, another paper due and quizzes to grade.I realize that this is hardly germane to the

central issue.

I have a question about the statements indicating that students are being manipulated and that professors are losing

intellectual ownership of course material. In none of the arguments could I find hard evidence that this was the case. I may
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have missed something however. Either way this situation raises more questions for me than it answers.

· flag

Lisa Repka · 2 days ago %

Since you like looking for logical fallacies, I think some relationship in this to necessary guidelines about strict submission

times in a high-volume class is a red herring.  You inserted it just after suggesting that Professor Dehaye had trouble dealing

with that issue.  I'm not seeing the value of that (here), even as a hypothetical.  Perhaps you could explain the relevance to

either his class or this one (or this discussion).

As for the rest, yes, there are questions.  I'm not even sure he did "withdraw his class" or that he used a logical fallacy(?).

 I'm fine with skepticism about what Coursera will do, that's reasonable, but even Professor Dehaye seems to be game to

have that debate.  I'm not prepared to condemn or defend any side(s) on this issue, I do not have enough information.  I'm

just reading and looking for reasoned arguments.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 2 days ago %

Kathryn, 

The assignment thing is a complete red herring, there was none in my class.

Also, don't get confused between the professor who left Coursera because Coursera asked him to license his course for

state funded universities. This happened a while ago and I knew about it. It is a possibility, one that is left open by the

coursera contracts.

I did read the contracts before signing, or at least the parts relevant to my course. 

The controls are necessary (and not part of the contracts, but are additional guidelines). The question is what motivates the

controls, is it pedagogy, uniformity, data collection?

I said that the students in my course were manipulated. The version spun on the blogosphere is that I performed an

experiment on my students. This occurred partly because of interviews given by coursera representatives to journalists, and
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fit a narrative that many bloggers wanted to push. 

Instructors are not directly losing intellectual property of their material, at least not in Switzerland, I should be more precise.

What happens in most contracts (not all) is that they need to sign away all exploitation rights, forever, to their university,

which the university then licenses to Coursera for a period. Since production of a MOOC is so complex, it tends to be that

effectively the university owns it. All this is basis for a refusal by the UCSC union of the coursera contract that their university

wanted to sign. On top, Coursera produces derivative works (through the translator community right now, but it could soon

be through more channels). These, while they come from voluntary work, belong to Coursera itself. 

I repeat that I did not withdraw my class. I withdrew content, but one forum was still there. It might have been a logical

fallacy to remove that content. I myself have trouble explaining the logic of it now. But I considered myself in front of an

ethical dilemma, and within that context this option was the best. 

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · a day ago %

"The version spun on the blogosphere is that I performed an experiment on my students. This occurred partly because of

interviews given by coursera representatives to journalists, and fit a narrative that many bloggers wanted to push." -- this

looks like another standard strategy. Turning things on its head, so to speak. One of your concerns was 'the ethical nature of

the experiments conducted on online media, use the same accusation to deface you!'

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

It is also partly my fault. By teaching students about these issues, I made many students uncomfortable and hostile. As soon

as there was a suspicion that I was doing something wrong, it had legs for them: they liked this explanation better (I

assume) than what I was actually saying, and were happy to blame me. 

This was compounded by the fact that I used the word "Experiment" loosely, sometimes referring to "Pedagogical
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experiment", with no data collected by me (*) (of course Coursera collects always in the background)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xnBH0JDaU8&index=3&list=PLtqHSxfnLCmA_E4gk-tmklKoXfEoXSly9

and sometimes to actual experiments with controls etc:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jRee_Ks8qU&index=8&list=PLtqHSxfnLCmA_E4gk-tmklKoXfEoXSly9

(more similar in that sense to FB emotion experiment). 

It was my bad that I did not anticipate the confusion that could occur, but I couldn t imagine the press and bloggers would

seize on this. 

The confusion is crystallised in this quote:

"""

The goal of his experiment, Dehaye wrote, was to "confuse everyone, including the university, [C]oursera, the Twitter world,

as many journalists as I can, and the course participants. The goal being to attract publicity.... I want to show how [C]oursera

tracks you."

"""

from here:

https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2014/07/08/massiveteaching-mystery-captivates-confuses

Look carefully at the position of the quotes: confusion was NOT an experiment. It was a poorly applied teaching strategy,

once I was faced with 7), and a poor attempt at keeping the course going. 

(*) I did collect one piece of data: Within the course there was a link to collaborative text editing software called "etherpad".

This allowed for spontaneous, much more quick collaboration between students, with chat and text editing. In general, one

has to be careful that introduction of new technology does not introduce biases (suddenly you need a better computer or

something). To make sure this was not the case, I was collecting aggregate data on where the students were coming from to

use the tool (country wide, derived from IP). 

· flag

+ Comment
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Anonymous · 2 days ago %

@ Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas

"The question of using education as a tool to elicit conformity through coercion and manipulation is another issue that needs to be

addressed."

 

On retrospect this may not be a new thing as Paul has mentioned earlier the online platforms just take it to a different scale. Its just

there has always been those individuals that see through the process, which becomes the targeted victims of it. But Paul-Olivier

Dehaye (student) seems to be optimistic to the point that the number of those who see this and retaliate would grow and eventually

start challenging the oppression. I am not too sure of this. The conforming forces are as ancient as the species or even more, as the

herd behaviors like that of some CTA or other covert groups I am sure may have been present even in pre-Homo sapien stages of

evolution.

· flag

Lisa Repka · 2 days ago %

"as the herd behaviors like that of some CTA or other covert groups"

Care to elaborate, Anon?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

Concerning my presumed optimism (to react to an oppression that is not present yet, but that I can see in the future): There

are many actors involved, ranging from students, peripherial staff (Teaching Assistants, Adjunct Faculty), professors,

university administration and Coursera itself. All have different powers and goals. 

- The students want free education
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- The peripherial staff want a job that pays them decently

- The professors want a variety of things (do good, by teaching the world; fame; money for some overtly or not, just look

carefully around Coursera)

- The universities want "reach", "to push brand", etc i.e. they see Coursera as a PR effort, and to appear to innovate with

teaching/pedagogy. 

- Coursera wants to do good on its investors.

As I have understood by now, it is hard to communicate to students that Coursera might seem good to them short term, but

is most likely not going to be good long term for the mass of students that are supposed to be educated (I am not talking

about individuals here).

The peripherial staff is already hostile to Coursera in general, but they do not have much to say about this.

The university administrations tend to deal with MOOCs as a monopoly board game, one of strategic alliances that are not

really tied to teaching. They also ultimately understand little of the internet and the power plays that occur there. Few

university administrations realise the situation is similar to that of bookstore or newspaper owners from less than a decade

ago.

The professors have varied goals, and some are definitely bad apples in this. They are quite clueless about internet power

plays as well, but they are more directly concerned, especially the younger ones (since this is the future of their profession).

All professors do care about some things though: their research, some form of academic freedom, common suspicion for

university administrations, dislike of metrics applied to such subtle things as teaching or research, etc. 

I am not necessarily optimistic. I am still trying to understand how every actor sees this, and whether there is an option to

alter its course.

· flag

Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas · 21 hours ago %
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@Anon, you are right and unlike Dehaye I am not optimistic though I do indulge in whishful thinking. Trapped by the herd

rushing to its doom...locked into a dualistic perceptual paradigm and so seeing themselves end at the outside of their skins

and at war with the world...the Growth Model of Development (GMD), its Rapid Resource Depletion(RRD) and its Pollution

and Global Climate Change (P&GCC) and the Global Monetary Collapse (GMC) it is going to cause with all its likely

consequences...

There are very few who can and do perceive what is going on and many of them have learned what happens when pearls are

given to swine...

@Dehaye, to me the point is not to change the course - why take the toys away and prevent the great cleansing crash ahead

- but to pass on the perceptions to those who want them...and some of them may survive...and perhaps generate along the

way a sensible sub species...possibly a few thousand years into the future...maybe less.

That is my wishful thinking...it is more likely that the future will see little difference between Mars and earth. Take a look at

Africa on Google Earth for starters.

· flag

Anonymous · 4 hours ago %

@ Paul,

I tend to differ in that oppression is a mere potentiality and is not present currently. I think its already a reality even on

Coursera, its just number subjected to this is being small, because the number who becomes aware of this and speak out or

want to do something is samll. For example how many other instructors/professors has been banned from their own course?

@ Michael Nirmalan Anandakumar Dhas

Wow, it looks like you are referring to an even wider context than Coursera or their immediate associates. I don't know may

be its wishful thinking that wins the day at the end. The boy in Emperor's New Clothes I'd presume is a classic example.
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Anyway thank you both for the explanations.

But my concern is this desire to survive, rule over the others and to have power by various means is perhaps as old as the

the human species or even more. and these forces arise whenever you put a group of people together and give them some

context to use authority, Stanford Prison Experiment is a good example I'd think. Therefore if there's anything much to be

done at all. Those who complaint of this are the weak ones. They cry foul, like someone else have said another 'Sour grapes'

story so to speak?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · 13 minutes ago %

Concerning the Stanford Prison experiment: 

At some point my course devolved into lots of personal attacks, mostly towards me. One possibility would have been to

"promote" the minority of students who still agreed with me to Community TA. This would probably have enabled some form

of control over the discussion, but looked uncomfortably too close to what happened in the prison experiment. I didn't do it. 

· flag

+ Comment

Ruchira Kitsiri · 2 days ago %

Paul, Can you explain No: 6 in your original list in bit detail? So that we know the exact nature of your concerns in the context of your

MOOC?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %
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6) I progressively realise the situation is even worse than I thought, while the course is running

There was lots of circumstantial evidence, plus one hard fact. The second week of my course concerned technology

aspects. For this, I wanted to actually show to the students what was collected. There are ways to do this without exposing

student private data (btw in any case I didn t have access to the most sensitive layer, like email addresses and names, and

rightly so):

 - pick two volunteers (me and someone else),

 - only leave our posts from a data dump from very early in the course (when no student actually came in),

 - release that very tiny slice of the data,

 - explain it to the students

When I suggested this, it was refused. I suggested instead to use synthetic data. Refused. I suggested then to discuss with

the students the export procedures (i.e. show the students a PDF document documenting them), explaining how the data

was collected, and how it was tiered for export between professors, researchers, etc, with the goal of basically explaining to

the students who had access to what. This was refused too. I then asked to discuss with the students the refusal emails,

which in themselves were interesting. Refused as well, and considered a threat. 

Nothing of this was Earth-shattering, and should have encountered any real resistance. What really bothered me is

Coursera's attitude that this data was theirs and only theirs, and that they were not even willing to share this training material

around their data collection practices with students.

· flag

Lisa Repka · a day ago %

"(btw in any case I didn t have access to the most sensitive layer, like email addresses and names, and rightly so)"

Paul-Olivier, can you explain this please?  Instructors have access to both email addresses and names, though perhaps not

in aggregate -- is that what you meant?  Or maybe you just meant names/email connected to all data collected about a

student (or all students)?

· flag
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

Someone is informed :) Yes, I did, like every instructor, have access to an individual student's information through the

dashboard.

The data dump is segmented, and uses various keys to refer to the same students (so forum data and homework data can

be released separately for instance). One of those segments is the directly identifiable data (name, email, IP, coursera ID). All

those segments come together through other tables that link together the different keys for the each student. In the

aggregate an instructor does not have access to the most identifying segment. 

So the distinction I was making is indeed between all class/single student. 

The dumps contain much more data than is visible to instructors through the dashboard, for instance who upvoted or who

tagged (duh: necessary to keep track of this too)

Overall, Coursera collects more data: the dump an instructor or researcher get by default do not include (I _think_) every

keystroke/mouse movement that Coursera might track. 

· flag

Lisa Repka · a day ago %

A little informed, yes. ;-)  I have been a CTA a few times.  I know what I can (and cannot) see/do as that, and also what staff

and instructors can see/do to some extent, not through seeing any of it myself, but certainly knowing what could be

accomplished as needed for running the class, dealing with problems, etc.

There was even a brief time during my first CTA stint that we could see email addresses, too.  I don't know if that was a

glitch or what, CTAs were pretty new at the time anyway so they might not have had all the controls distinguished properly,

and even we were (mostly anyway) not asking or wanting that access.  It went away (as it should have).  And no access to

any student listings, any submissions, grading, etc etc.  (Which I think students don't always realize.  They often ask for help
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or information which we are simply unable to give.)

As for who upvoted, downvoted or tagged -- oh my, whole discussions to be had around THAT!  I was harassed, but saw

someone else receive it much (really much) worse, via thread tags.  And another time (or times) via persistent downvoting.

 But an instructor can't tell who is doing any of that, no way to intervene.  (But I don't believe Coursera can tell well either?)

Anyway, thanks for the explanation.

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

CTA is Community TA? If you could see email adresses, that's a pretty serious breach I would say. 

Certainly the voting is in the database (they need to, otherwise people could vote 10 times), but I didn't see it exposed to

professors directly. 

· flag

Lisa Repka · a day ago %

Sorry, yes, Community TA.  And I agree about the email addresses.  As I said, it was brief and a long time ago.  I never knew

if it was intentional but then removed, or just a temporary glitch.  In any case, CTAs cannot see that information now, and

none that I knew used it even at the time for any purpose -- and we could only see it then individually (on a particular post) --

not like there was access to any/every address, or student lookup, or anything.  CTAs can't see any student listings of any

sort, only forum contents with some additional information and some superpowers.

Yes, a vote is recorded so I can't vote twice.  But last time I asked anyway, an instructor couldn't tell who was voting in any

way -- couldn't tell who was repeatedly downvoting one individual, for example.  Instructors also can't "find" downvoted

comments.  It's a whole area perhaps not wise to get me started on, though, sorry.  Back to the topic at hand, I'll be quiet

now. ;-)
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· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · a day ago %

Hi Paul, Thank you for taking the trouble to explain. Since I am not aware of the original context within which your dilemma

situation arose, may need details in order to get a grip of what may have happened. I am guessing that the course content

and material that was to be presented was not agreed upon with Coursera prior to commencement of the course (may be

this was not a contractual requirement between you/your uni and Coursera) Nevertheless they agreed to No 5) on your list

above? Or were they not aware of No (5.) ?

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

Hi Ruchira,

The course was to span 3 weeks. The videos of the first two weeks are here:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtqHSxfnLCmA_E4gk-tmklKoXfEoXSly9

All were uploaded and reviewed by Coursera (close to) two weeks before the start of the course, except: 1) and 16) which

were done last minute, to supplement text that had been written and make it easier for students to orient themselves. 

17) is from Wed(?) of first week. 

I explain the structure of the course here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xnBH0JDaU8&index=3&list=PLtqHSxfnLCmA_E4gk-tmklKoXfEoXSly9

You can see that the material of the third week is to be decided at the last minute. A lot of it had been already prepared, but I

was ready to answer last minute questions too. This is allowed by the Coursera contracts, although I can't say they liked it.

In the preparation of the course and the first week of the delivery, on several occasions I made it clear that my view was

quite critical of Coursera. It was also clear to me that this was a course, not an advocacy group. I had to advance logical

arguments and evidence, and the debate fostered had to be as fair as possible. One option for this was to compare with

business practices at edX. 

So to answer your question in one sentence, I didn't say "utilitarian calculus" to them, but they must have understood this
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general outlook.

· flag

Kathryn Wyant · 18 hours ago %

Historically groups tend to use whatever means necessary to differentiate between "us" and "them". Occasionally such as

the Ancient Romans, there was a single leader who made the distinctions and used a variety of methods to "prove" that the

us was better than the them. Speaking from a psychological perspective, when this is applied to single persons we see

Narcissism and even grandiose delusions. Applied to a group, we see pressure on all members to conform to a specific set

of principles, rules and behaviors. Manipulation becomes a norm. Unethical use of information of a private nature can and

may be used to exploit a group member who is a bit different creating a judas goat. This is not relegated to individuals but

can be used to do the same with groups. The idea that private personal information and course materials ie. test results can

be used to manipulate students and or teaching staff seems to be unethical to say the least.  

I may have misunderstood the central dilemma of this discussion and if so, I apologize to those concerned. In a previous

post I presented hypothetical problems and possible results and was misunderstood. I apologize if what I said was unclear. I

have a tendency to write in a Stream of Consciousness style. This can lead me into very murky areas. Again, if I was unclear

I do apologize.

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · 4 hours ago %

Hi Paul,

Thank you for the explanation and the links to the videos -- will go through them sometime soon.
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Basically from what I can gather, Coursera states that data collected of students are their's, but do not want anyone to know

how they treat those data (like the collection, compile, analyse, share and ultimately use?) and Data is not collected in an

anonymized way.

But you wanted to show this to your students. Coursera not only refused to let you use their collected data but also synthetic

data to illustrate the process.

My concern is did Coursera knew that this (that is showing how Coursera treat or use or could use student's data) is a

part of what you planned to do in the course prior to starting the course.?

1. 

Or whether their resistance was a result of you being aware of how this data could be potentially used to victimize

students/people in an unfair manner in other different and wider contexts (your example - political campaigns) while you

were teaching the course-- which was intensified by the Facebook story?

2. 

Or may be you didn't plan to show this at the beginning but after becoming aware of the potential misuse to which

Coursera objected?

3. 

Pardon all the questions, just trying to understand the context.

· flag

+ Comment

Guido Palazzo INSTRUCTOR · a day ago %

Dear all, this discussion is an important one. The points Paul-Olivier is raising are important and legitimate with regards to these

unchartered waters of private online education (in particular when contrasted with the spirit of the Humboldt ideal). When discussing

please keep our code of conduct in mind and show respect for the positions of others even if you do not share them.

· flag
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Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

Thanks for the encouragement to maintain this discussion going and constructive, Prof Palazzo. One thing I have learned is

that there is a very different attitude towards privacy in different parts of the world, even within Switzerland. By the way, I will

be in Lausanne tomorrow afternoon. We could meet if you would like. 

· flag

Ruchira Kitsiri · a day ago %

Would we have the pleasure of hearing anything discussed in relevance to this issue when the two good profs meet..? 

· flag

+ Comment

Guido Palazzo INSTRUCTOR · a day ago %

Hi Paul-Olivier, I am filming the debriefing video for the course tomorrow afternoon :-)

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

I won t be far, in the Rolex. 

· flag

Paul-Olivier Dehaye (student) · a day ago %

Actually, I am not sure if UniL films at EPFL. Presumably not?
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· flag

+ Comment

Guido Palazzo INSTRUCTOR · a day ago %

We film at UNIL :-)

· flag

+ Comment

Ruchira Kitsiri · a day ago %

"The spirit of the Humboldt ideal": http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humboldt's_Ideal

· flag

+ Comment

New post

To ensure a positive and productive discussion, please read our forum posting policies before posting.
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